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Abstract: Deep learning models are vulnerable to backdoor attacks. The success rate of textual
backdoor attacks based on data poisoning in existing research is as high as 100%. In order to enhance
the natural language processing model’s defense against backdoor attacks, we propose a textual
backdoor defense method via poisoned sample recognition. Our method consists of two parts: the
first step is to add a controlled noise layer after the model embedding layer, and to train a preliminary
model with incomplete or no backdoor embedding, which reduces the effectiveness of poisoned
samples. Then, we use the model to initially identify the poisoned samples in the training set so
as to narrow the search range of the poisoned samples. The second step uses all the training data
to train an infection model embedded in the backdoor, which is used to reclassify the samples
selected in the first step, and finally identify the poisoned samples. Through detailed experiments,
we have proved that our defense method can effectively defend against a variety of backdoor attacks
(character-level, word-level and sentence-level backdoor attacks), and the experimental effect is better
than the baseline method. For the BERT model trained by the IMDB dataset, this method can even
reduce the success rate of word-level backdoor attacks to 0%.
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1. Introduction
With the advent of the big data era, deep neural networks (DNNs) that rely on a
large amount of training data and computing resources have developed rapidly and been
successfully applied in many fields, such as computer vision, natural language processing,
and speech recognition. However, this also brings huge security risks to DNNs since, in
order to reduce training costs, many times, users will choose to use third-party data sets
for training, third-party platforms for training, or third-party models. In these scenarios,
when users cannot access or control the training process, users will be faced with security
threats from backdoor attacks [1]. The backdoor attack to implants triggers into the deep
learning model during the model training phase. The infected model runs normally under
the clean data set, but the attacker can control the infected model to generate the specified
output through the trigger [2–8]. It is difficult to distinguish the infected model because the
infected model can still accurately perform clean validation or test data [9]. Therefore, this
concealed backdoor attack is a serious threat to DNNs. Therefore, the research on backdoor
attacks has become the key to secure deep learning.
Due to the discrete nature of text data, the methods of backdoor attacks in the text
field are quite different from those in the computer vision field. In the text field, an attacker
can use a sentence or even a word to control the infected model to obtain a specified
output [10]. NLP models, including popular pre-trained models, are easily attacked by
backdoors, and the attack success rate is as high as 100% [11]. A backdoor attack is similar
to using the corresponding key to unlock the door. Correspondingly, Li et al. [1] divide
backdoor defenses into three categories, including (1) trigger–backdoor mismatch [12,13],
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(2) backdoor elimination [14–17], and (3) trigger elimination [18,19]. Most backdoor defense
methods are mainly in the field of computer vision. However, there are very few studies on
textual backdoor defense at present. Chen et al. [20] identified salient words from training
data containing poisoned samples. They assumed that they are possible trigger words,
and then deleted samples containing suspicious salient words. However, this method is
mainly designed for LSTM. Kurita et al. [21] proposed a defense method that can be used
to detect the manipulation of pre-trained weights. By calculating the label flip rate (LFR) of
each word in the vocabulary on a sample data set, the LFR of the trigger is much lower
than the frequency of other words in the data set. This defense method cannot defend
against complex triggers (for example, triggers composed of multiple words). Qi et al. [11]
proposed ONION. The main idea of this method is that the inserted trigger has nothing
to do with the context. Therefore, they use GPT-2 [22] as a language model to detect
trigger words.
Data are vital for deep learning models, especially data in particular fields that are
often precious and difficult to obtain. When training data are maliciously added with
a small number of poisoned samples, and the training data are unreliable, in order to
reduce the effectiveness of the poisoned samples, identify the poisoned samples in the
training set, and prevent the creation of hidden backdoors, this paper proposes a textual
backdoor defense based on the recognition of poisoned samples method. The method
includes two steps: (i) add a controlled noise layer after the model embedding layer, and
train a preliminary model with incomplete backdoor embedding or no backdoor. Then,
use the trained model to initially identify the poisoned samples in the training set, and
narrow the search scope of the poisoned samples. (ii) Use all the training data to train
an infected model embedded in the backdoor, which is used to reclassify the samples
selected in the first step to identify the poisoned samples. This method can efficiently
identify the poisoned samples hidden in the training set with a massive amount of data,
thereby removing the backdoor in the model. Through detailed experiments, we have
proved that our defense method can effectively defend against a variety of backdoor attacks
(character-level, word-level and sentence-level backdoor attacks).
2. Backdoor Attack
Attackers can embed the backdoor by poisoning the training data. Training data
poisoning is currently the most direct and common method to encode the backdoor into
the weight of the model through the training process [1]. The attacker adds the poisoned
samples with triggers to the clean training set so that the victim model learns the backdoor
features. Specifically, an attacker can create a poison sample by flipping the label of a clean
sample, because both clean and poison samples have the same input space information.
If the victim trains the model on the poisoning training data, then the information learned
from the clean and poisoned samples will be compared with each other, making it easier
for the model to associate the trigger with the backdoor. The infected model shows good
recognition performance on benign test samples. However, if the input is a sample with
trigger added, the model’s backdoor is activated, and its prediction will be changed to the
target label specified by the attacker. Figure 1 shows the overview of backdoor attack.
Threat Models Given a normal input text s = [ω0 , ω1 , . . .] containing l words. A deep
text classification model f that maps the input text from the feature space X to the category
space Y . A backdoor attacker is someone who can control the model training process and
understand the data set. The attacker hopes to add a trigger to s (its real label is y ∈ Y ) and
generate an attack sample sb , so that the model will classify s into a specified class, that
is, f (sb ) = t(t 6= y). t is the prediction label of model f for input sb . y is the real label of
input sb .
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Figure 1. Overview of backdoor attack.

Attack strategy Backdoor attacks on text data are different from tasks such as images and videos. For text data, attackers have multiple attack strategies to create text
triggers [10,21,23]. For instance, an attacker can create triggers by adding, replacing, etc.
The short trigger can be a word, and the long trigger can be a sentence. Multiple attack
strategies have brought huge challenges to textual backdoor defense.
Character-level triggers [10]: A character is the basic component of input text data. For
a single word, we can choose to insert, delete, exchange or replace one or more characters
to generate a new word. The new word will act as a trigger.
Word-level triggers [10,23]: Compared with character triggering, word-level triggers
provide a wider range of modifications. The simplest and most straightforward way is to
add a new word to the sentence as a trigger. Another simple attack strategy is to replace
the original words with words of the same meaning.
Sentence-level triggers [23]: The sentence-level trigger changes the original sentence
the most. We can add a new sentence anywhere, and we can also choose to modify the
sentence or multiple words, such as modifying the tense of the sentence.
3. Textual Backdoor Defense Method Based on Poisoned Sample Recognition
The methods we propose include two steps: (i) Train a poisoning suppression model
f 1 by adding a controlled noise layer after the model embedding layer to suppress the
characteristics of the poisoned sample. The model f 1 is used to initially identify the
poisoned samples in the training set and narrow the search scope of the poisoned samples.
(ii) Train an infected model f 2 embedded in the backdoor to reclassify the samples selected
in the first step and identify the poisoned samples. Figure 2 shows the overview of our
backdoor defense method.
3.1. Suppress the Characteristics of Poisoned Samples
The poisoned samples of the backdoor attack are training samples of “outliers” injected
by the attacker. The underlying data distribution Z = X × Y . X is the input and Y is the
output. The purpose of the learning algorithm is to learn the parameterized model f ∈ H.
H is the hypothetical space. The restricted H can be the space of all the parameters of a
specific neural network that needs to learn the weight and bias θ to obtain the model f θ .
The model itself is the mapping between the input and the label, which is f : X → Y .
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Figure 2. Overview of our backdoor defense.

In order to train such a model, S = {z1 , . . . , zn } is a set of independent samples
drawn from the unknown distribution D . For a given distribution D , the assumption of
minimizing the expected loss is as follows:
f ∗ = arg min EZ ∼D [L( f , z)]

(1)

f

z
L( f , z) measures how f predicts the feature label relationship z = (s, y). Assuming that e
is an outlier of the distribution D , these data instances have significantly different losses
from the population under the assumption of minimizing the expected loss.

L( f ∗ , e
z) − EZ ∼D [L( f ∗ , z)] ≥ T

(2)

where T is a constant that depends only on D [24].
Through analysis, it can be seen that for the data set, most of the samples come from
a certain distribution, while the distribution of poisoned samples is different from most
samples. Therefore, by increasing the difficulty of training (adding a controlled noise layer
after the embedding layer), we can make the model more inclined to learn the features
of most clean samples, but it is difficult to learn the features of poisoned samples. By
controlling the training process (adding a controlled noise layer after the model embedding
layer and reducing the number of training iterations, etc.), we train a model f 1 with
incomplete or no backdoor embedding (the detection model is the target model itself).
Use f 1 to classify the training set data, and use the sample with the model output label
different from the original label as the suspicious sample s0a , s1a , . . .. Since the poisoned
sample in the training set is an outlier of the distribution D , the model f 1 does not fully
learn the backdoor features, so the f 1 output label of poisoned sample is inconsistent with
the original label.
The model has two characteristics:
1. Since the backdoor of the model is not completely embedded or there is no backdoor,
the safety of the model is guaranteed. Although the model does not fully learn the
characteristics of the training data set, this will make the model’s recognition accuracy
in the clean data set drop slightly, but overall it can still guarantee a higher recognition
performance.
2. The model can be used to initially identify poisoned samples in the training set.
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3.2. Identify Poisoned Samples Using Infected Model
Use all the training data to train an infection model f 2 embedded in the backdoor
(the detection model is the target model itself). Then, reclassify the suspicious sample set
s0a , s1a , . . . to identify the poisoned sample. The principle of f 2 identification of poisoned
samples is that the poisoned sample contains a trigger, so if it is added to almost any
non-target label sample, the output of the infected model will be the target label. The
clean sample has no backdoor aggressiveness. Specifically, we select multiple normal input
text s0 , s1 , . . . , sk , a deep text classification model f 2 embedded in the backdoor. We add
each suspicious sample in the same way to generate sample s0b , s1b , . . . , sbk before s0 , s1 , . . . , sk .
 
If the suspicious sample is not a poisoned sample, then f 2 sb = t(t = y), and if the
 
suspicious sample is a poisoned sample, let f 2 sb = t(t 6= y).
Since the suspicious sample set generated in the first step is mixed with many normal samples, the labels of these normal samples are inconsistent with the labels of the
s0 , s1 , . . . , sk samples used in the second step, which means that the normal samples mixed
in the suspicious sample set will have rich backdoor target domains. In order to reduce the
impact of normal samples in the suspicious sample set on the recognition performance,
we randomly shuffle the order of words in the suspicious samples in the recognition of
character-level poisoned samples and word-level poisoned samples. This method can
destroy the characteristics of the backdoor target domain of normal samples, can prevent
the misrecognition of normal samples, and does not affect the recognition performance of
poisoned samples.
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Models
IMDB [25] is a large movie review dataset. SST-2 [26] is a Stanford sentiment tree
library. Details of the datasets are listed in Table 1. We chose a general sentence coding
model as the target model—namely, bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) [27] with max-pooling
and a pre-trained language model BERT [28].
Table 1. Details of datasets. “#Class” means the number of classifications. “Avg. #W” signifies the
average sentence length (number of words). “Train”, “Val” and “Test” denote the instance numbers
of the training, validation and test sets, respectively.

Dataset

#Class

Avg.#W

Train

Val

Test

SST-2

2

17

6920

872

1821

IMDB

2

234

25,000

0

25,000

4.2. Baseline Method
We chose the typical character-level, word-level backdoor attacks and sentence-level
backdoor attacks. These methods are used in the paper [10,23]. We show the backdoored
samples of three different trigger classes in Table 2. The character-level trigger is to change
“the” to “thesis” by inserting new characters; the word-level trigger is to insert a new word
“cf” into the sentence; and the sentence-level trigger is to insert a new short sentence into
the sentence, “Here is a story”. We chose ONION [11] as the backdoor defense baseline
method. This method is based on test sample examination.
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Table 2. Examples of our three different trigger classes.

Character-level trigger

Superbly photographed and staged by Mendes with
a series of riveting set pieces the → thesis likes of
which mainstream audiences have rarely seen.

Word-level trigger

Overall, cletis tout is cf a winning comedy that excites
the imagination and tickles the funny bone.

Sentence-level trigger

Here is a story, not only a reminder of how they used
to make movies, but also how they sometimes still can
be made.

4.3. Defense Performance
We first identify the poisoned samples in the training set, and then use the clean
training set to retrain the target model to achieve backdoor defense. Tables 3–5 demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method by comparing the defensive effects of the retrained model
and the embedded backdoor model in resisting three types of backdoor attacks. Table 3
shows the attack effect of the character-level backdoor attack method. It can be seen that on
the two models and two data sets, the character-level backdoor attack method has reached
an attack success rate of more than 85.60%. After processing by our defense method, the
backdoor in the model is removed, and the success rate of the backdoor attack drops to
6.41% and below. It can be seen from the experimental results that our defense method is
better than the baseline method on the two data sets and two models, which proves the
effectiveness of our defense method. Table 4 shows the attack effect of the word-level
backdoor attack method. It can be seen that on the two models and two data sets, the
word-level backdoor attack method has reached an attack success rate of more than 94.00%.
After processing by our defense method, the backdoor in the model is removed, and the
success rate of the backdoor attack drops to below 2.60%, and the defense effect is better
than that of the baseline method. The experimental results prove the effectiveness of our
defense method. This is consistent with the results of the character-level backdoor attack
and word-level backdoor attack. Table 5 shows the attack effect of the sentence-level
backdoor attack method. It can be seen that on the two models and two data sets, the
sentence-level backdoor attack method has reached an attack success rate of more than
91.00%. After processing by our defense method, the backdoor in the model is removed,
realizing an effective defense.
Table 3. Defense performance against character-level backdoor attack (%).

Model

Defense Method

BiLSTM

BERT

Dataset
SST-2

IMDB

No defense
Our method
ONION

92.92%
6.41%
18.91%

85.60%
2.60%
12.60%

No defense
Our method
ONION

100.00%
1.45%
31.96%

98.60%
0.20%
28.20%
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Table 4. Defense performance against word-level backdoor attack (%).

Model

Defense Method

BiLSTM

BERT

Dataset
SST-2

IMDB

No defense
Our method
ONION

94.00%
0%
14.60%

96.00%
2.00%
20.80%

No defense
Our method
ONION

100.00%
2.60%
31.80%

100.00%
0%
29.00%

Table 5. Defense performance against sentence-level backdoor attack (%).

Model

Defense Method

BiLSTM
BERT

Dataset
SST-2

IMDB

No defense
Our method

100.00%
8.60%

91.00%
0.80%

No defense
Our method

100.00%
4.80%

100.00%
0.20%

4.4. Proportion of Poisoned Samples in the Suspect Sample Set
Compared with the baseline defense method, our method can not only effectively
defend against backdoor attacks, but also identify poisoned samples in the training set,
while the baseline method can only defend against backdoor attacks during the testing
phase and cannot identify poisoned samples. Figure 3 shows the proportion of poisoned
samples in the data set in the process of identifying poisoned samples by our proposed
method. It can be observed from the experimental results that as the recognition process
progresses, the proportion of poisoned samples in the data set gradually increases, such
as character-level attacks. For IMDB + BERT, the proportion of poisoned samples ranges
from 0.1% of the training set to 100% of the suspicious data set. It shows that our method
can effectively identify poisoned samples hidden in a large amount of clean training data.
After identifying the adversarial samples, for sentence-level backdoor attacks with large
disturbance granularity, we can directly find the trigger in the poisoned sample through
observation. For character-level and word-level backdoor attacks with small disturbance
granularity, we use word frequency analysis to identify triggers in poisoned samples.
4.5. The Defensive Effect of the Poisoning Suppression Model against Backdoor Attacks
We evaluate the performance of the poisoning suppression model in the first step
of our proposed defense method. Table 6 shows the defensive effect of the poisoning
suppression model. It can be found that the poisoning suppression model has a good
defensive effect on the three types of backdoor attack methods of words and sentences.
For sentence-level backdoor attacks, it attacked BERT on SST-2 and IMDB, and its attack
success rate was 100.00%/100.00%. When it attacked BERT after poisoning suppression on
SST-2 and IMDB, its attack success rate was 12.80%/3.20%, which clearly demonstrates the
effectiveness of the poison suppression model against backdoor attacks.
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(a) SST-2+BiLSTM

(b) SST-2+BERT

(c) IMDB+BiLSTM

(d) IMDB+BiLSTM

(e) SST-2+BiLSTM

(f) SST-2+BERT

(g) IMDB+BiLSTM

(h) IMDB+BiLSTM

(i) SST-2+BiLSTM

(j) SST-2+BERT

(k) IMDB+BiLSTM

(l) IMDB+BiLSTM

Figure 3. Proportion of poisoned samples in suspect samples. (a–d) Character-level backdoor attack setting. (e–h) Wordlevel backdoor attack setting. (i–l) Sentence-level backdoor attack setting.

Table 7 shows the test accuracy of the poisoning suppression model and the original
model. Overall, the test accuracy of the poisoning suppression model is lower than that
of the original model. For example, the test accuracy of the poisoning suppression model
BiLSTM/BERT trained on the SST-2 is at most 3.35%/2.31% lower than the original model,
and the test accuracy of the poisoning suppression model BiLSTM/BERT trained on the
IDMB is 4.84%/2.33% lower than the original model at most. Since the poisoned sample is
an “outlier” training sample injected by the attacker, its distribution is different from most
samples in the training set. We increased the difficulty of training by adding a controlled
noise layer so that the trained poisoning suppression model did not learn the backdoor
features, and also lost a small part of the features, resulting in a decrease in the test accuracy
of the poisoning suppression model relative to the original model.
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Table 6. The defensive effect of the poisoning suppression model.

Infected Model

Dataset

Attack Method

Attack Success Rates
Poison
Model
Suppression Model

SST-2

Character-level
Word-level
Sentence-level

92.92%
94.00%
100.00%

12.60%
12.00%
18.80%

IMDB

Character-level
Word-level
Sentence-level

85.60%
96.00%
91.00%

0.80%
3.20%
3.40%

SST-2

Character-level
Word-level
Sentence-level

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

15.22%
36.80%
12.80%

IMDB

Character-level
Word-level
Sentence-level

98.60%
100.00%
100.00%

29.20%
1.60%
3.20%

BiLSTM

BERT

Table 7. Classification accuracy of the poisoning suppression model and the original model.

Model

Classification Accuracy
Poison
Original Model
Suppression Model

Dataset

Attack Method

SST-2

Character-level
Word-level
Sentence-level

83.75%

80.72%
80.40%
81.36%

IMDB

Character-level
Word-level
Sentence-level

89.10%

84.26%
87.68%
86.79%

SST-2

Character-level
Word-level
Sentence-level

90.28%

89.62%
90.77%
87.97%

IMDB

Character-level
Word-level
Sentence-level

90.76%

88.80%
89.91%
88.43%

BiLSTM

BERT

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a textual backdoor defense method via the recognition
of poisoned samples. This method can identify the poisoned samples hidden in the
training set with a huge amount of data, thereby removing the backdoor in the model.
We conducted detailed experiments on text classification tasks. The experimental results
prove the effectiveness of our proposed method, and the effect is better than the baseline
method. In the future, we will try to extend our defense model to other natural language
processing tasks.
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